Whale SENSE is a voluntary recognition program for whale watching companies.

Whale SENSE operators commit to:

- Responsible viewing practices
- Ocean Stewardship
- Education

By choosing a SENSE-ible tour, you help promote whale conservation and can enjoy watching whales without disturbing them!

Visit our website for a list of participating companies.

www.whalesense.org
Laws & Guidelines

Marine mammals are all protected by federal law.

Adhering to voluntary whale watching guidelines helps keep whales and passengers safe.

Whale SENSE Atlantic participants:

- Do not intentionally approach whales within 100 feet.
- Place engines in neutral if whales approach vessel within 100 feet, and until the whale safely departs.
- View dolphins and seals from at least 150 feet away.

* Regulations prohibit vessels, drones, or planes from approaching North Atlantic right whales within 500 yards (1500 feet).

Look for Whale SENSE in Alaska, too!